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The Electrical Engineer's Handbook is an invaluable reference source for all practicing
electrical engineers and students. Encompassing 79 chapters, this book is intended to
enlighten and refresh knowledge of the practicing engineer or to help educate engineering
students. This text will most likely be the engineer’s first choice in looking for a solution;
extensive, complete references to other sources are provided throughout. No other book has
the breadth and depth of coverage available here. This is a must-have for all practitioners and
students! The Electrical Engineer's Handbook provides the most up-to-date information in:
Circuits and Networks, Electric Power Systems, Electronics, Computer-Aided Design and
Optimization, VLSI Systems, Signal Processing, Digital Systems and Computer Engineering,
Digital Communication and Communication Networks, Electromagnetics and Control and
Systems. About the Editor-in-Chief... Wai-Kai Chen is Professor and Head Emeritus of the
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science at the University of Illinois at
Chicago. He has extensive experience in education and industry and is very active
professionally in the fields of circuits and systems. He was Editor-in-Chief of the IEEE
Transactions on Circuits and Systems, Series I and II, President of the IEEE Circuits and
Systems Society and is the Founding Editor and Editor-in-Chief of the Journal of Circuits,
Systems and Computers. He is the recipient of the Golden Jubilee Medal, the Education
Award, and the Meritorious Service Award from the IEEE Circuits and Systems Society, and
the Third Millennium Medal from the IEEE. Professor Chen is a fellow of the IEEE and the
American Association for the Advancement of Science. * 77 chapters encompass the entire
field of electrical engineering. * THOUSANDS of valuable figures, tables, formulas, and
definitions. * Extensive bibliographic references.
With the rapid growth of wireless technologies, more and more people are trying to gain a
better understanding of electromagnetics. After all, electromagnetic fields have a direct impact
on reception in all wireless applications. This text explores electromagnetics, presenting
practical applications for wireless systems, transmission lines, waveguides, antennas,
electromagnetic interference, and microwave engineering. It is designed for use in a one- or
two-semester electromagnetics sequence for electrical engineering students at the junior and
senior level. The first book on the subject to tackle the impact of electromagnetics on wireless
applications: Includes numerous worked-out example problems that provide you with hands-on
experience in solving electromagnetic problems. Describes a number of practical applications
that show how electromagnetic theory is put into practice. Offers a concise summary at the end
of each chapter that reinforces the key points. Detailed MATLAB examples are integrated
throughout the book to enhance the material.
In this book, experts from academia and industry present the latest advances in scientific
theory relating to applied electromagnetics and examine current and emerging applications
particularly within the fields of electronics, communications, and computer technology. The
book is based on presentations delivered at APPEIC 2015, the 2nd Applied Electromagnetic
International Conference, held in Krabi, Thailand in December 2015. The conference provided
an ideal platform for researchers and specialists to deliver both theoretically and practically
oriented contributions on a wide range of topics relevant to the theme of nurturing applied
electromagnetics for human technology. Many novel aspects were addressed, and the
contributions selected for this book highlight the relevance of advances in applied
electromagnetics to a variety of industrial engineering problems and identify exciting futu re
directions for research.
Bridging the gap between circuits and electromagnetics. Widely acclaimed both in the U.S. and
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abroad, this authoritative text bridges the gap between circuits and electromagnetics material.
Fundamentals of Applied Electromagnetics begins coverage with transmission lines, leading
students from familiar concepts into more advanced topics and applications. The 8th Edition
builds on the core content and style of previous editions, retaining the student-friendly
approach and hands-on simulation modules that help students develop a deeper
understanding of electromagnetic concepts and applications. Enhanced graphs and
illustrations and an expanded scope of topics in the Technology Briefs, establish additional
bridges between electromagnetic fundamentals and their countless engineering and scientific
applications. For courses in electromagnetics. Pearson eText is a simple-to-use, mobileoptimized, personalized reading experience. It lets students highlight, take notes, and review
key vocabulary all in one place, even when offline. Seamlessly integrated videos and other rich
media engage students and give them access to the help they need, when they need it.
Educators can easily schedule readings and share their own notes with students so they see
the connection between their eText and what they learn in class -- motivating them to keep
reading, and keep learning. And, reading analytics offer insight into how students use the
eText, helping educators tailor their instruction. NOTE: This ISBN is for the Pearson eText
access card. For students purchasing this product from an online retailer, Pearson eText is a
fully digital delivery of Pearson content and should only be purchased when required by your
instructor. In addition to your purchase, you will need a course invite link, provided by your
instructor, to register for and use Pearson eText.
This book has focussed on different aspects of smart sensors and sensing technology, i.e.
intelligent measurement, information processing, adaptability, recalibration, data fusion,
validation, high reliability and integration of novel and high performance sensors in the areas of
magnetic, ultrasonic, vision and image sensing, wireless sensors and network, microfluidic,
tactile, gyro, flow, surface acoustic wave, humidity and ultra-wide band. While future interest in
this field is ensured by the constant supply of emerging modalities, techniques and engineering
solutions, as well as an increasing need from aging structures, many of the basic concepts and
strategies have already matured and now offer opportunities to build upon. The book has
primarily been focussed for postgraduate and research students working on different aspects
of design and developments of smart sensors and sensing technology.
Fundamentals of Applied ElectromagneticsPrentice Hall
Annotation This text serves as a transition between introductory courses in electromagnetism
and rapid advances in microwave technology. Discussions on areas such as lossy and multiple
connect are designed to arouse the interest of novice students, enhance analytical skills of
practitioners, and invite advanced students to explore novel concepts developed here.
Discussions on ferrite networks are presented as an integral part of the author's theoretical
methodology. Includes exercises and answers. For use in an undergraduate elective course.
Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR.
This proceedings contains papers presented at the 5th International Conference on Applied
Electrostatics held in Shanghai, China on November 2--5,2004. The ICAES 2004 Conference
is of wide interest, as is shown by the contributions received from 11 countries and districts
throughout the world. About 90 researchers attend the conference and more than 100 papers
were submitted for presentation in the proceedings. The paper sessions covered following
topics: fundamentals and physics applications (precipitation, pollution control, spray,
separation, material, Ozone, etc.) hazards and problems biology technology electrets
measuring technology electromagnetic compatibility and others These papers demonstrated
recent research level and developing trends of the entire electrostatic field.
Electromagnetics for Engineering Students starts with an introduction to vector analysis and
progressive chapters provide readers with information about dielectric materials, electrostatic
and magnetostatic fields, as well as wave propagation in different situations. Each chapter is
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supported by many illustrative examples and solved problems which serve to explain the
principles of the topics and enhance the knowledge of students. In addition to the coverage of
classical topics in electromagnetics, the book explains advanced concepts and topics such as
the application of multi-pole expansion for scalar and vector potentials, an in depth treatment
for the topic of the scalar potential including the boundary-value problems in cylindrical and
spherical coordinates systems, metamaterials, artificial magnetic conductors and the concept
of negative refractive index. Key features of this textbook include: • detailed and easy-to follow
presentation of mathematical analyses and problems • a total of 681 problems (162 illustrative
examples, 88 solved problems, and 431 end of chapter problems) • an appendix of
mathematical formulae and functions Electromagnetics for Engineering Students is an ideal
textbook for first and second year engineering students who are learning about
electromagnetism and related mathematical theorems.
This book highlights the fundamental principles of optical fiber technology required for
understanding modern high-capacity lightwave telecom networks. Such networks have
become an indispensable part of society with applications ranging from simple web browsing to
critical healthcare diagnosis and cloud computing. Since users expect these services to always
be available, careful engineering is required in all technologies ranging from component
development to network operations. To achieve this understanding, this book first presents a
comprehensive treatment of various optical fiber structures and diverse photonic components
used in optical fiber networks. Following this discussion are the fundamental design principles
of digital and analog optical fiber transmission links. The concluding chapters present the
architectures and performance characteristics of optical networks.
This highly illustrated and accessible text will be an ideal introduction to the application of
electromagnetics (EM) following an initial course in basic EM theory. The book covers the well
established structure of elementary EM courses, beginning with Maxwell’s equations in
integral form and developing the wave equation to show the essential properties of waves. In
addition to providing a grounding in this traditional curriculum, the principal concern throughout
is to make difficult concepts of electromagnetism more accessible. The adoption of time
domain methods for this purpose is the book’s most important breakthrough, allowing the
fundamentals of applied electromagnetics to be introduced with a clarity and simplicity not
available through the conventional route. Another new aspect of this book is the integration of
computational modelling methods with the standard theory of electromagnetic waves. The
author presents a set of example programs written in the MATLAB language to support the
ideas outlined in the text. The book is organized in a logical progression of ideas, starting with
the general idea of wave motion and showing how the equations of electricity and magnetism
lead to the existence of electromagnetic waves through the Maxwell’s equations. These ideas
are then applied to simple accelerating charge models used in the engineering design of wire
antennas. The concepts of resonance and antenna impedance are then treated from a time
domain point of view. To reinforce the concepts of wave propagation, a chapter on computer
modelling shows the rigorous procedures required to generate accurate numerical models of
wave dynamics. The author extends these ideas to consider the properties of aperture
antennas, showing how their important properties can be incorporated with the basic themes
introduced earlier in the book. Finally, the important topic of wave scattering is introduced,
once again from the point of view of time domain concepts.
Includes contributions on electromagnetic fields in electrical engineering which intends at
joining theory and practice. This book helps the world-wide electromagnetic community, both
academic and engineering, in understanding electromagnetism itself and its application to
technical problems.
Discover an innovative and fresh approach to teaching classical electromagnetics at a
foundational level Introduction to Electromagnetic Waves with Maxwell’s Equations delivers an
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accessible and practical approach to teaching the wellknown topics all electromagnetics
instructors must include in their syllabus. Based on the author’s decades of experience
teaching the subject, the book is carefully tuned to be relevant to an audience of engineering
students who have already been exposed to the basic curricula of linear algebra and
multivariate calculus. Forming the backbone of the book, Maxwell’s equations are developed
step-by-step in consecutive chapters, while related electromagnetic phenomena are discussed
simultaneously. The author presents accompanying mathematical tools alongside the material
provided in the book to assist students with retention and comprehension. The book contains
over 100 solved problems and examples with stepwise solutions offered alongside them. An
accompanying website provides readers with additional problems and solutions. Readers will
also benefit from the inclusion of: A thorough introduction to preliminary concepts in the field,
including scalar and vector fields, cartesian coordinate systems, basic vector operations,
orthogonal coordinate systems, and electrostatics, magnetostatics, and electromagnetics An
exploration of Gauss’ Law, including integral forms, differential forms, and boundary conditions
A discussion of Ampere’s Law, including integral and differential forms and Stoke’s Theorem
An examination of Faraday’s Law, including integral and differential forms and the Lorentz
Force Law Perfect for third-and fourth-year undergraduate students in electrical engineering,
mechanical engineering, applied maths, physics, and computer science, Introduction to
Electromagnetic Waves with Maxwell’s Equations will also earn a place in the libraries of
graduate and postgraduate students in any STEM program with applications in
electromagnetics.
It is with great pleasure that we present to you a collection of over 200 high quality technical
papers from more than 10 countries that were presented at the Biomed 2008. The papers
cover almost every aspect of Biomedical Engineering, from artificial intelligence to
biomechanics, from medical informatics to tissue engineering. They also come from almost all
parts of the globe, from America to Europe, from the Middle East to the Asia-Pacific. This set of
papers presents to you the current research work being carried out in various disciplines of
Biomedical En- neering, including new and innovative researches in emerging areas. As the
organizers of Biomed 2008, we are very proud to be able to come-up with this publication. We
owe the success to many individuals who worked very hard to achieve this: members of the
Technical Committee, the Editors, and the Inter- tional Advisory Committee. We would like to
take this opportunity to record our thanks and appreciation to each and every one of them. We
are pretty sure that you will find many of the papers illuminating and useful for your own
research and study. We hope that you will enjoy yourselves going through them as much as
we had enjoyed compiling them into the proceedings. Assoc. Prof. Dr. Noor Azuan Abu Osman
Chairperson, Organising Committee, Biomed 2008
This comprehensive new resource focuses on applied electromagnetics and takes readers
beyond the conventional theory with the use of contemporary mathematics to improve the
practical use of electromagnetics in emerging areas of field communications, wireless power
transfer, metamaterials, MIMO and direction-of-arrival systems. The book explores the existing
and novel theories and principles of electromagnetics in order to help engineers analyze and
design devices for today's applications in wireless power transfers, NFC, and metamaterials.
This book is organized into clear and logical sections spanning from fundamental theory, to
applications, promoting clear understanding through-out. This resource presents the theory of
electromagnetic near fields including chapters on reactive energy, spatial and spectral theory,
the scalar antenna, and the morphogenesis of electromagnetic radiation in the near field zone.
The Antenna Current Green's Function Formalism is explored with an emphasis on the
foundations, the organic interrelationships between the fundamental operational modes of
general antenna systems, and the spectral approach to antenna-to-antenna interactions. The
book offers perspective on nonlocal metamaterials, including the material response theory, the
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far-field theory, and the near-field theory.
Learn to solve both simple and complex electromagnetic problems with this text’s unique
integration of theoretical and mathematical concepts. With the author’s guidance, you’ll
discover a broad range of classic and cutting-edge applications across a wide array of fields,
including biomedicine, wireless communication, process control, and instrumentation. Case
studies, detailed derivations, and 170 fully solved examples deepen your understanding of
theory, and help you apply numerical methods to real-world problems.

This book describes and provides design guidelines for antennas that achieve
compactness by using the slot radiator as the fundamental building block within a
periodic array, rather than a phased array. It provides the basic electromagnetic
tools required to design and analyse these novel antennas, with sample
calculations where relevant. The book presents a focused introduction and
valuable insights into the relevant antenna technology, together with an overview
of the main directions in the evolving technology of compact planar arrays. While
the book discusses the historical evolution of compact array antennas, its main
focus is on summarising the extensive body of literature on compact antennas.
With regard to the now ubiquitous slot radiator, it seeks to demonstrate how,
despite significant antenna size reductions that at times even seem to defy the
laws of physics, desirable radiation pattern properties can be preserved. This is
supported by an examination of recent advances in frequency selective surfaces
and in metamaterials, which can, if handled correctly, be used to facilitate physicsdefying designs. The book offers a valuable source of information for
communication systems and antenna design engineers, especially thanks to its
overview of trends in compact planar arrays, yet will also be of interest to
students and researchers, as it provides a focused introduction and insights into
this highly relevant antenna technology.
In their successful text, Shen and Kong cover fundamentals of static and dynamic
electromagnetism fields and waves. The authors employ a unique approach,
beginning with a study of Maxwell's equations and waves and covering
electromagnetic fields later. This presentation allows students to work with
electromagnetic concepts using relatively simple computational analysis, building
in a logical progression to more complex topics and mathematical methods for
analysis. The Third Edition provides computer-based problems, homework
problems, end-of-chapter summaries, and a rich collection of real-world
application examples that include discussion of cellular phone and microwave
exposure limits set by IEEE; safety concerns about electromagnetic fields from
power lines; new and powerful magnets; and single-mode optical fibers.
Electromagnetics is too important in too many fields for knowledge to be
gathered on the fly. A deep understanding gained through structured
presentation of concepts and practical problem solving is the best way to
approach this important subject. Fundamentals of Engineering Electromagnetics
provides such an understanding, distilling the most important theoretical aspects
and applying this knowledge to the formulation and solution of real engineering
problems. Comprising chapters drawn from the critically acclaimed Handbook of
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Engineering Electromagnetics, this book supplies a focused treatment that is
ideal for specialists in areas such as medicine, communications, and remote
sensing who have a need to understand and apply electromagnetic principles,
but who are unfamiliar with the field. Here is what the critics have to say about
the original work "...accompanied with practical engineering applications and
useful illustrations, as well as a good selection of references ... those chapters
that are devoted to areas that I am less familiar with, but currently have a need to
address, have certainly been valuable to me. This book will therefore provide a
useful resource for many engineers working in applied electromagnetics,
particularly those in the early stages of their careers." -Alastair R. Ruddle, The
IEE Online "...a tour of practical electromagnetics written by industry experts ...
provides an excellent tour of the practical side of electromagnetics ... a useful
reference for a wide range of electromagnetics problems ... a very useful and wellwritten compendium..." -Alfy Riddle, IEEE Microwave Magazine Fundamentals of
Engineering Electromagnetics lays the theoretical foundation for solving new and
complex engineering problems involving electromagnetics.
Fundamentals of Applied Electromagnetics is intended for use in one- or twosemester courses in electromagnetics. It also serves as a reference for
engineers. Widely acclaimed both in the U.S. and abroad, this authoritative text
bridges the gap between circuits and new electromagnetics material. Ulaby
begins coverage with transmission lines, leading students from familiar concepts
into more advanced topics and applications. A user-friendly approach, full-color
figures and images, and a set of interactive simulations will help readers
understand the concepts presented.
KEY BENEFIT Widely acclaimed both in the U.S. and abroad, this reader-friendly
yet authoritative volume bridges the gap between circuits and new
electromagnetics material. Ulaby begins coverage with transmission lines,
leading readers from familiar concepts into more advanced topics and
applications. KEY TOPICS Introduction: Waves and Phasors; Transmission
Lines; Vector Analysis; Electrostatics; Magnetostatics; Maxwell's Equations for
Time-Varying Fields; Plane-Wave Propagation; Reflection, Transmission, and
Waveguides; Radiation and Antennas; Satellite Communication Systems and
Radar Sensors. MARKET A useful reference for engineers.
Time domain electrometry (TDE) is a general term which includes time domain
reflectrometry and time domain transmissiometry. It is a commercially-viable
technique for leak detection, contaminant monitoring, and moisture content
determination in contaminant transport modelling. Under demographic pressure,
contaminated sites are increasingly being re-developed for domestic and
industrial use; and this presents an urgent need for reliable, non-intrusive and
integrated methods of subsurface characterization, detection and monitoring of
organic and inorganic pollutants, soil moisture content and salinity. This book
provides an overview of the potential application of TDE in geoenvironmental
engineering and describes the geophysical methods used.
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Fundamentals of Applied Electromagnetics: Incl CDRom.
This volume addresses the physical foundation of remote sensing. The basic
grounds are presented in close association with the kinds of environmental
targets to monitor and with the observing techniques. The book aims at plugging
the quite large gap between the thorough and quantitative description of
electromagnetic waves interacting with the Earth's environment and the user
applications of Earth observation. It is intended for scientifically literate students
and professionals who plan to gain a first understanding of remote sensing data
and of their information content.
A clearly written introduction to the key physical and engineering principles of
electromagnetics, first published in 2000.
???????????????????????:?????????????????????????????????????????????,??????
???????????,?????????????
This book starts at an introductory level and leads reader to the most advanced topics
in fluorescence imaging and super-resolution techniques that have enabled new
developments such as nanobioimaging, multiphoton microscopy, nanometrology and
nanosensors. The interdisciplinary subject of fluorescence microscopy and imaging
requires complete knowledge of imaging optics and molecular physics. So, this book
approaches the subject by introducing optical imaging concepts before going in more
depth about advanced imaging systems and their applications. Additionally, molecular
orbital theory is the important basis to present molecular physics and gain a complete
understanding of light-matter interaction at the geometrical focus. The two disciplines
have some overlap since light controls the molecular states of molecules and
conversely, molecular states control the emitted light. These two mechanisms together
determine essential imaging factors such as, molecular cross-section, Stoke shift,
emission and absorption spectra, quantum yield, signal-to-noise ratio, Forster
resonance energy transfer (FRET), fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP)
and fluorescence lifetime. These factors form the basis of many fluorescence based
devices. The book is organized into two parts. The first part deals with basics of
imaging optics and its applications. The advanced part takes care of several imaging
techniques and related instrumentation that are developed in the last decade pointing
towards far-field diffraction unlimited imaging.
Introduction and Survey of the Electromagnetic Spectrum; Fundamentals of Electric
Fields; Fundamentals of Magnetic Fields; Electrodynamics; Radiation; Relativity and
Quantum Physics; The Hidden Schematic; Transmission Lines; Waveguides and
Shields; Circuits as Guides for Waves and S-Parameters; Antennas: How to Make
Circuits That Radiate; EMC (Part I: Basics, Part II: PCB Techniques, Part III: Cabling);
Lenses, Dishes, and Antenna Arrays; Diffraction; Frequency Dependence of Materials,
Thermal Radiation, and Noise; Electrical Engineering Book Recommendations; Index.
Fundamentals of Applied Electromagnetics is intended for use in one- or two-semester
courses in Electromagnetics Widely acclaimed both in the U.S. and abroad, this
authoritative text bridges the gap between circuits and electromagnetics material.
Coverage begins with transmission lines, leading students from familiar concepts into
more advanced topics and applications. A student-friendly approach, full-color figures
and images, and a set of interactive simulations will help students develop a deeper
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understanding of electromagnetic concepts and applications.
Applied Electromagnetics and Electromagnetic Compatibility deals with Radio
Frequency Interference (RFI), which is the reception of undesired radio signals
originating from digital electronics and electronic equipment. With today's rapid
development of radio communication, these undesired signals as well as signals due to
natural phenomena such as lightning, sparking, and others are becoming increasingly
important in the general area of Electro Magnetic Compatibility (EMC). EMC can be
defined as the capability of some electronic equipment or system to be operated at
desired levels of performance in a given electromagnetic environment without
generating EM emissions unacceptable to other systems operating in the vicinity.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again Virtually all testable terms, concepts, persons, places,
and events are included. Cram101 Textbook Outlines gives all of the outlines,
highlights, notes for your textbook with optional online practice tests. Only Cram101
Outlines are Textbook Specific. Cram101 is NOT the Textbook. Accompanys:
9780521673761
A complete and rigorous treatment of design principles for modern antennas, including
chapters on signal theory and signal processing antennas, radar and polarimetry.
Contains significant new material on antennas for mobile communications to supply a
complete picture of antennas for modern radiocommunications applications.

This book describes the design of microelectronic circuits for energy harvesting,
broadband energy conversion, new methods and technologies for energy
conversion. The author also discusses the design of power management circuits
and the implementation of voltage regulators. Coverage includes advanced
methods in low and high power electronics, as well as principles of micro-scale
design based on piezoelectric, electromagnetic and thermoelectric technologies
with control and conditioning circuit design.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts,
persons, places, and events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the
FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for
your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is
Textbook Specific. Accompanys: 9780132139311 .
STUDENT COMPANION SITE Every new copy of Stuart Wentworth's Applied
Electromagnetics comes with a registration code which allows access to the
Student's Book Companion Site. On the BCS the student will find: * Detailed
Solutions to Odd-Numbered Problems in the text * Detailed Solutions to all Drill
Problems from the text * MATLAB code for all the MATLAB examples in the text *
Additional MATLAB demonstrations with code. This includes a Transmission
Lines simulator created by the author. * Weblinks to a vast array of resources for
the engineering student. Go to www.wiley.com/college/wentworth to link to
Applied Electromagnetics and the Student Companion Site. ABOUT THE
PHOTO Passive RFID systems, consisting of readers and tags, are expected to
replace bar codes as the primary means of identification, inventory and billing of
everyday items. The tags typically consist of an RFID chip placed on a flexible
film containing a planar antenna. The antenna captures radiation from the
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reader's signal to power the tag electronics, which then responds to the reader's
query. The PENI Tag (Product Emitting Numbering Identification Tag) shown,
developed by the University of Pittsburgh in a team led by Professor Marlin H.
Mickle, integrates the antenna with the rest of the tag electronics. RFID systems
involve many electomagnetics concepts, including antennas, radiation,
transmission lines, and microwave circuit components. (Photo courtesy of Marlin
H. Mickle.)
This book commemorates four decades of research by Professor Magdy F.
Iskander (Life Fellow IEEE) on materials and devices for the radiation,
propagation, scattering, and applications of electromagnetic waves, chiefly in the
MHz-THz frequency range as well on electromagnetics education. This synopsis
of applied electromagnetics, stemming from the life and times of just one person,
is meant to inspire junior researchers and reinvigorate mid-level researchers in
the electromagnetics community. The authors of this book are internationally
known researchers, including 14 IEEE fellows, who highlight interesting research
and new directions in theoretical, experimental, and applied electromagnetics.
This new resource covers the latest developments in computational
electromagnetic methods, with emphasis on cutting-edge applications. This book
is designed to extend existing literature to the latest development in
computational electromagnetic methods, which are of interest to readers in both
academic and industrial areas. The topics include advanced techniques in MoM,
FEM and FDTD, spectral domain method, GPU and Phi hardware acceleration,
metamaterials, frequency and time domain integral equations, and statistics
methods in bio-electromagnetics.
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